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1. Important for climate: transforming FCDR 
(e.g. Radiances) into CDR of ECV (T, WV, 
etc.) should measure the same
2. Important for validation: if GRUAN, 
LBLRTM and IASI are not consistent → 
collocation uncertainties too high to 
compare reasonably (Calbet, 2016, AMT)
Consistency: Dual vs Single Sondes
1. Dual Sondes
a) Time Interpolation possible to obtain SASBE (Site 
Atmospheric State Best Estimate)
b) SASBEs calculated radiances match well with IASI 
measured radiances in a one to one basis (Calbet et al. 
2011, AMT)
2. Single Sondes
a) No SASBE possible, only direct sonde measurement
b) Single sonde calculated radiances do not match well 
with IASI measured radiance in a one to one basis. They 
do on average (Calbet et al. 2016, to be submitted)
Dual vs Single Sondes: Individually
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Dual vs Single Sondes: Conclusions
1. If we want negligible collocation 
uncertainty, we need Dual Sondes (or 
similar: LIDAR, etc.)
2. Can we complement a Single Sonde with 
NWP? Can we estimate a SASBE using a 
single sonde and NWP? Can we estimate 
on an individual basis the collocation 
uncertainty of one sonde with NWP?
Single Sonde and NWP uncertainties estimations
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Conclusions
1. If we want negligible collocation uncertainty, we 
need Dual Sondes (or similar: LIDAR, etc.)
2. Can we complement a Single Sonde with NWP? 
Can we estimate a SASBE using a single sonde 
and NWP? Can we estimate on an individual 
basis the collocation uncertainty of one sonde 
with NWP? Answer: NO, we can only work 
statistically, not on an individual basis!!
GRUAN Single Individual Sonde: Uncertainties
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